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Abstract 

Multibody software designed for mechanical engineering has been successfully employed in biomedical research for 
many years.  For real time operation some biomedical researchers have also adapted game physics engines. However, 
these tools were built for other purposes and do not fully address the needs of biomedical researchers using them to 
analyze the dynamics of biological structures and make clinically meaningful recommendations.  We are addressing 
this problem through the development of an open source, extensible, high performance toolkit including a multibody 
mechanics library aimed at the needs of biomedical researchers. The resulting code, Simbody, supports research in a 
variety of fields including neuromuscular, prosthetic, and biomolecular simulation, and related research such as 
biologically-inspired design and control of humanoid robots and avatars. Simbody is the dynamics engine behind 
OpenSim, a widely used biomechanics simulation application. This article reviews issues that arise uniquely in 
biomedical research, and reports on the architecture, theory, and computational methods Simbody uses to address 
them. By addressing these needs explicitly Simbody provides a better match to the needs of researchers than can be 
obtained by adaptation of mechanical engineering or gaming codes. Simbody is a community resource, free for any 
purpose. We encourage wide adoption and invite contributions to the code base at https://simtk.org/home/simbody. 
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1. Introduction 

Multibody dynamics methods and software were developed in a mechanical and aerospace engineering 
context and have become indispensable in these application areas [1-5]. When studying the mechanical 
aspects of biological systems it is natural to employ the same tools, and much has been learned as a result 
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(e.g., [6-11]). However, the analogy between engineered mechanical systems and evolved biomechanical 
systems is imprecise, and multibody mechanics tools designed for engineered systems can be difficult to 
apply to study the dynamics of complex biological structures. For example, biomechanical joints typically 
do not perform simple rotations about fixed axes and may comprise several moving parts; contact 
between soft biomaterials may involve significant deformation; redundant actuation of joints is common; 
data needed for parameterization are not directly measurable; and available measurements tend to contain 
large errors and inconsistencies. In the context of whole-body musculoskeletal mechanics, segment mass 
properties and muscle path geometry, for example, are hard to measure, while body segment kinematics 
(i.e., joint angles) estimated from surface markers are inconsistent with accelerations determined from 
external force measurements (i.e., ground reaction forces). As a result of issues like these, concepts that 
are simple to apply to engineered systems, such as “generalized coordinate” or “moment arm”, become 
difficult to define precisely in a biomechanical context. A further difficulty is that while the culture and 
economics of mechanical engineering make the use of commercial multibody codes practical and cost 
effective, in research or teaching the costs and lack of transparency of commercial codes can be 
problematic. 

Game physics engines like ODE [12] have been developed for gaming and virtual worlds with an 
emphasis on real time performance and efficient handling of contact. Although biomechanical researchers 
have used game engines in their work [13], these codes were not designed for predictive simulation and 
attain performance by using simplified theory that may not converge to correct results. Developers of 
game engines understand that; for example the ODE manual [12], states in section 3.3 “ODE should not 
be used for quantitative engineering.” Real time performance can be important in quantitative research, 
but it is necessary to have a way to quantify the tradeoff between accuracy and performance. Methods 
built on sound theory that provide selectable accuracy can provide high speed, and can also be made to 
converge to high fidelity when necessary. 

These and similar issues across many aspects of biomedical computation led the NIH to include in its 
Roadmap for Medical Research support for several national centers for building reusable biomedical 
computational infrastructure. Simbios is the national center for physics-based simulation of biological 
structures at Stanford University [14]. Simbios is charged with defining and developing an open source 
biosimulation toolkit, called SimTK, which provides computational libraries that enable development and 
sharing of a wide variety of domain-specific biomedical simulation software built on a common core. A 
major component of SimTK is the multibody dynamics code Simbody, which is the topic of this report.  

In this paper we will discuss how Simbody addresses the biosimulation issues listed above. We 
introduce some of Simbody’s novel architectural features in section  2, and then present the methods 
Simbody uses to advance time in a dynamic simulation in section  3. Section  4 details Simbody’s 
formulation of multibody systems, and section  5 and an appendix cover methods to simulate collisions 
and contact. We will conclude with a discussion of Simbody’s current state, the next steps in its 
development, and an invitation for community participation.  

2. Simbody overview 

Simbody is an Application Programming Interface (API). The Simbody programming library is 
intended as a community resource that can be used to incorporate robust, high performance, minimal-
coordinate O(n) multibody dynamics into a broad range of domain-specific end-user applications. 
Applications using Simbody have been implemented in areas of biomedical research across a wide range 
of scales and purposes. These range from studying the motion of biomolecular machines built from amino 
and nucleic acid components [15], to studying pathological gait in musculoskeletal models of humans 
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[16], to design of biologically inspired robots and avatars [17]. Desired accuracy is user-controllable to 
cover needs from interactive real time simulation to detailed, high fidelity simulation.  

 Simbody is a tool for programmers, but these programmers do not need to be expert dynamicists. 
Rather, they are expected to be application developers who have expertise in the needs of biomedical 
researchers in particular areas of study, such as causes of pathological gait or structural basis of RNA 
function. Although Simbody contains some novel developments, it is conceived primarily as a reliable 
tool for use in biomedical research, rather than as a vehicle for multibody dynamics research. 
Consequently Simbody’s development is managed by professional software engineering staff at Simbios, 
with emphasis placed on testing, documentation, packaging, distribution, and support. Simbody is written 
in C++ and presents an object-oriented API to the application programmer. It is distributed in binary form 
for multiple platforms, or can be built easily from source. Details provided below apply to the Simbody 
2.2 release [18]. Simbody is licensed under permissive open source terms [19] for any academic, 
commercial, government, or personal use to encourage wide adoption and broad community support that 
will maximize its ongoing impact on biomedical research and ultimately patient care. 

2.1. Simbody scope 

Simbody provides the biomedical application programmer with a diverse set of tools to handle the 
modeling and computational aspects of multibody dynamics, to ensure correct and efficient deployment 
without requiring specialized knowledge of multibody dynamics. In practice that means we must address 
more than just the formulation of multibody equations of motion. Thus, Simbody also includes contact 
modeling, numerical integration and differentiation, constraint stabilization and redundancy handling, 
assembly analysis, optimization and root finding, vector and matrix manipulation, numerical linear 
algebra, event isolation and event handling, accuracy control, threading, debugging, visualization, and 
real time interaction. Customizable user-written extensions are supported for force and constraint 
elements, as well as for novel internal coordinate joints [20] whose kinematics can be based on empirical 
measurements.  

For scientific and engineering use, it is critical to allow user-specifiable accuracy in simulations. To do 
this efficiently requires variable-step integration methods that estimate errors and can adapt to the 
changing computational demands needed to maintain accuracy and stability during a simulation. In turn 
that means trial evaluations are performed, requiring strict management of the system state to avoid 
referencing out-of-date computations after step rejection. Out-of-date computations are qualitatively 
similar to the correct values, so they can easily remain unnoticed, especially by users who are not expert 
dynamicists. Simbody’s architecture prevents these errors. 

2.2. Top-level architecture 

The three primary objects in the Simbody architecture are the System, State, and Study (Fig. 1). A 
System object encapsulates the components of a model (e.g. bodies, joints, force elements) and the code 
necessary to perform computations with that model. A System defines a model’s parameterization, but is 
itself stateless and remains unchanged during a study. A complete set of values for each of the System’s 
parameters is called a “state” for that System, and such sets are maintained in separate State objects 
constructed to be compatible with that System. (Here uppercase “State” refers specifically to the software 
object of that name in the Simbody API; lowercase “state” refers to a set of numerical values.) The 
response of a System is completely determined by the state values presented to it. A Study couples a 
System and one or more States, and represents a computational experiment intended to reveal something 
about the System. By design, the results of any Study can be expressed as a state or series of states that 
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satisfies some pre-specified criteria, along with results that the System can calculate from those values. 
Such a series of states is called a trajectory.  

Simbody’s notion of “state” is more general than the common use of the term. By state, we mean 
everything variable about a System. That includes not only the traditional continuous time, position and 
velocity variables, but also discrete variables, memory of past events, modeling choices, and a wide 
variety of parameters that we call instance variables (e.g. masses and lengths). A System’s compatible 
State objects have entries for the values of each of these variables.  

This design allows the conceptually simple model depicted in Fig. 1 to express every kind of 
investigation one may wish to perform. Here are some examples. A simple evaluation Study merely asks 
the System to evaluate specific quantities, such as the position of an end effector or the reaction force in a 
joint, using values taken from a particular State (which remains unchanged). An assembly Study returns a 
new state whose generalized coordinate values satisfy a set of position constraints, such as loop closures 
or couplers. An inverse kinematic Study returns a series of states whose generalized coordinates generate 
virtual marker positions that best match a series of marker observations. A dynamic Study produces a 
series of time, position, and velocity values that satisfy Newton’s laws of motion. An energy 
minimization is a Study that seeks values for the State’s position coordinates at which an energy 
calculation yields its minimum value. A Monte Carlo simulation is a Study yielding a trajectory that 
satisfies an appropriate probability distribution, such as a Boltzmann distribution. Design studies, also 
used for parameter fitting, find values for instance variables such as lengths, masses, attachment points, 
material properties, or coefficients which meet specified criteria. Modeling Studies select among models 
or algorithmic choices to improve defined measures of behavior, such as accuracy, stability, or execution 
speed. Since by definition all System variability is contained in the State, we can guarantee that any 
desired results regarding the System can be expressed in terms of State values, provided that a 
corresponding System is available to interpret them.  

There are other significant advantages to having separate State objects. Trajectories may be saved and 
restored simply by copying State objects, with no danger that “hidden” states may be missed. Examples 
include enable/disable flags for model components, “previous solution” values for continuity and 
acceleration of nonlinear model calculations such as wrapping geometry, and controller or muscle 
dynamics states. Trial states may be generated and discarded easily, and states may be sampled or 
compared with no overhead associated with switching from one state to the next. 
  

Study

S
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te System

Results
statesInputs

Trajectory

Fig. 1. Top-level Simbody architecture. A read-only System object contains the model components and defines the 
parameterization. Values of those parameters are stored separately in State objects. A Study generates a series of states (State 
values) representing a desired solution such as a physical time history.  
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2.3. Handling of state 

Careful handling of state is required for correctness and efficiency of a simulation. Given values for 
state variables, there are many useful quantities that can be calculated (reaction forces, say). These 
calculations can be very expensive so we only want to calculate them once for a given state and save the 
result. But, if the state changes these must be recalculated so we do not accidentally reference “stale” 
(out-of-date) computations. This must be dealt with automatically to prevent mistakes, which can be very 
difficult to detect. Simbody addresses this by including carefully-managed storage for state-dependent 
computations within the State object. This storage space is called the realization cache, and the process of 
calculating the values stored in it is known as realizing the state. By realizing we mean presenting a State 
to a System and asking the System object to compute the physical consequences of the values in that 
State. As a concrete example, a finger tip location is a consequence of the state’s generalized coordinate 
values. 

In practice, evaluation of a multibody system proceeds in distinctly ordered steps. Positions must be 
known before velocities can be calculated. Velocities must be known before forces can be calculated. 
Applied force calculations must precede accelerations. At the same time, for a given state variable we can 
say which of those steps are invalidated by changes to that variable’s value. For example, a generalized 
speed (velocity variable) invalidates velocity, force, and acceleration calculations but has no effect on 
already-calculated positions. Simbody’s State architecture exploits this structure by dividing the state 
variables and the realization cache into stages as shown in Fig. 2. 

Although cached results are stored in the State object, those results are not logically part of the system 
state. They are simply intermediate calculations that have been derived from the state, and can easily be 

discarded and re-created when necessary. They are needed only for efficient computation using the 
System-State-Study architecture. Further, we can automatically invalidate cache entries whenever a state 
variable at that stage or earlier is changed. Any attempt to access an invalid value will either initiate 
recomputation or raise an error message as appropriate. Simulation programmers will recognize this as an 
architectural substitute for error-prone ad hoc “isValid” flags that otherwise proliferate to avoid 
expensive recalculation. 

1.  Topology 

2.  Model 

3.  Instance 

4.  Time 

5.  Position 

6.  Velocity 

7.  Force 

S
tages

8.  Acceleration 

System

State
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Fig. 2. Organization of the state variables and realization cache into ordered stages. A change to a state variable at stage s 
invalidates all cache entries at levels s and above. Construction of the System may be viewed as the first stage of computation 
(topology). 
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To summarize briefly: a System by itself is stateless once constructed. The values of state variables 
stored in a particular State object completely determine the response of the System. That response is 
produced by realizing the State, which is done in sequential stages. The results of realization are stored in 
a hidden cache that is physically contained in the State object, but is not logically part of the state in the 
sense that, except for computation speed, cache values do not alter the behavior of the System. Cache 
values are automatically invalidated when state variables they depend on are changed, and access to 
invalid values is detected and prevented. 

3. Time stepping 

Simbody-based simulations are classified as hybrid simulations [21], meaning they consist of both 
continuous evolution in time and discrete events. Advancing such a system through time is handled by an 
algorithm called a time stepper, consisting of a numerical integrator for advancing through smooth parts 
of the simulation and detecting pending events, and an event handler for dealing with those events. 

3.1. Formulation of dynamic equations as seen by the time stepper 

A time stepper does not need to know much about the internal workings of the model it is advancing 
through time. Consequently the formulation that Simbody presents to the time stepper is simpler than the 
multibody formulation we will describe subsequently. Fundamentally, these are the equations as seen by 
the time stepper: 

differential equations ( ; , )y f d t y  (1) 
algebraic constraints 0 ( ; , )c d t y  (2) 
event detection 0 ( ; , )e d t y  (3) 

Here t is the independent variable (time), y is a vector of continuous state variables, and d is an 
arbitrary set of discrete state variables. The first equation is a set of ordinary differential equations (ODE) 
in y. The second is a set of algebraic equations (constraints), such as loop closure conditions, coordinate 
couplers, prescribed motion, or contact conditions. Together, equations (1) and (2) constitute the 
continuous portion of the system as a set of differential-algebraic equations (DAE) [22] that can be used 
to advance states y through time smoothly while d remains fixed. Equation (3) represents a set of event 
trigger functions that are constructed to change sign (pass through zero) when an event occurs, for 
example a signed distance between objects or the difference between a reaction force and a maximum 
limit at which a model change is required. 

More precisely, our continuous system (1), (2) is formulated as a differential equation on a manifold 
(DEM) [23-25]. Such a system additionally guarantees that when constraint equations (2) are satisfied 
their time derivatives are satisfied automatically. Therefore, the differential equations (1) must be 
formulated to satisfy the constraint derivatives. That is, we require that 

diff. eqn. on manifold condition 0 0c c  (4) 

Simbody produces differential equations that assure condition (4) is met, as discussed in section  4. A 
DEM is considerably easier to solve than a general DAE and permits us to use conventional numerical 
integration methods designed for ODEs, augmented as described below. 
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3.2. Advancing the continuous system 

Simbody offers a variety of numerical integrators with differing properties. These consist of 
conventional error controlled, variable step integrators suitable for advancing ODE Eqn. (1) through time 
with a specified accuracy and include a variety of explicit Runge-Kutta methods well-suited for 
biomechanical and real time applications [26], a velocity Verlet method for biomolecular systems [27], 
and, for stiff systems [28], a unique variable-order backwards difference formula (BDF) implicit 
integrator CPODES developed in collaboration with Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory’s Center 
for Applied Scientific Computing. CPODES is a modification of CVODE [29] to add coordinate 
projection in the manner described by Dehombreaux et al. [30] and justified theoretically in [31].  

All Simbody integrators are capable of continuous (dense) output [26, 32], meaning that they can 
efficiently and accurately interpolate state values at any time within a step. This important capability 
allows step size choice to be decoupled from the desired reporting interval. Thus a Simbody step can be 
much larger than a reporting interval yet deliver accurate results for each report. In addition all Simbody 
integrators are capable of monitoring Eqn. (3) for sign transitions and using their interpolation capability 
to efficiently isolate the time at which a transition occurs, to facilitate event handling by the time stepper. 

Note that, because of the DEM condition in Eqn. (4), if given initial conditions that are on the 
manifold of Eqn. (2) then perfect integration of Eqn. (1) would result in a trajectory that remained on the 
manifold. However, truncation error inherent in methods for approximate numerical integration allows 
the solution to drift away from the manifold. Eqn. (2) can be used directly to eliminate this drift, and 
improve the solution overall, using the method of coordinate projection [31, 33-34]. Coordinate 
projection is superior to the more commonly-used Baumgarte stabilization method [35] for several 
significant reasons. See Ascher et al. [34] for a detailed discussion. Briefly, Baumgarte stabilization 
requires a difficult choice of feedback gains: too small and the constraints drift unacceptably; too large 
and the problem becomes numerically stiff. The optimal gains depend on both the step size and 
integration method in use. Coordinate projection has no constants to choose and guarantees that the 
solution lies on the manifold at every step. Taking an ODE step and then removing constraint errors with 
coordinate projection also improves the ODE solution [25, 31], provided the projection is normal to the 
constraint manifold in a suitable norm [36], reducing the error estimate and permitting larger time steps.  

Coordinate projection is particularly attractive computationally when there are few constraint 
equations, yielding small projection matrices. Simbody’s biological internal coordinate joints eliminate 
most constraints otherwise needed for biomechanics [20]. Details of Simbody’s implementation of 
coordinate projection and event isolation can be found in the Simbody documentation [37]. 

3.3. Controlling accuracy 

Simbody is intended to be useful to people who are not expert in numerical simulation. The collection 
of accuracy controls offered by some numerical methods can be bewildering. Our goal is to offer instead 
a single scalar accuracy parameter , which corresponds roughly to the “% relative error” or “number of 
significant digits” desired in the results. This is necessarily a qualitative description but in our experience 
it comes closest to what biomedical researchers (and most other scientists and engineers) mean when they 
discuss “accuracy.” A fully quantitative understanding of error in variable step, variable order, event-
isolating numerical methods applied to the propagation of a chaotic hybrid DAE system requires 
specialized training in numerical analysis that is rare even among numerical simulation experts. Instead 
we ask our users to provide only information they understand such as how many digits they want, or even 
just “more accuracy” or “less accuracy.” We use that information as follows to influence our quantitative 
numerical treatment to attempt to satisfy the user’s qualitative request.  
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Accuracy request  is related to the desired number of digits n as follows: 

 10 n  (5) 

Thus four digits of accuracy is requested by setting =0.0001, roughly corresponding to a “relative 
error” of 0.01%. Real time simulation with Simbody generally involves accuracy requests of 1–10%. 
Accuracy  is thus similar to the “relative tolerance” (rtol) parameter provided by most numerical 
integrator implementations [38]. However, there is no equivalent to the common “absolute tolerance” 
(atol) parameter. Instead, Simbody combines  with internally-calculated scaling factors for estimated 
state variable errors and actual constraint violations to define two equations that must be satisfied before 
an integration step can be accepted: 

   y RMSW  (6) 

   ( ; , ) RMSc d t yT  (7) 

where y is a vector of the integrator-provided estimates of absolute error in each element of y, and c is 
the constraint error function from Eqn. (2) returning a vector of absolute errors. y and c contain a mix of 
potentially incompatible error units such as lengths, angles, and velocities. Diagonal weighting matrices 
W and T map each error to a “unit” error in the represented quantity, and then finally we interpret  as 
the acceptable fraction of unit error in the chosen norm, typically root mean square. Simbody can 
estimate values for W and T using knowledge of coordinate types, an overall length and time scale, and 
other internally-available information. Expert users may alter these calculations. 

In practice this procedure results in rational control over accuracy for non-expert users via a single 
“knob” that can be turned to increase or decrease the level of accuracy with predictable results. It is our 
assessment that few users are better served by exposing more knobs. Fig. 3 shows one numerical 
example. More information about accuracy in Simbody can be found in [37]. 
 

Fig. 3. CPU time vs. accuracy example. We ran six identical 20s simulations at accuracies =10–2 to 10–7, recording the amount of 
CPU time required. The system comprised 11 20-body chains using randomly oriented revolute joints, attached to a common 
oscillating base, with gravity and light damping. All dofs had random initial velocities assigned, with speeds low enough to avoid 
chaotic motion so that all simulations approximated identical trajectories. The number of steps (and thus CPU time) required by a 
4th-order integrator should be proportional to -1/4. The plotted red line is 0.118 -1/4. Note that absolute CPU times can vary 
substantially for similar-sized systems with different characteristics; this is intended only as an example of relative performance vs. 
accuracy. 
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3.4. Real time interaction 

A simulation suitable for real time interaction with a human must match simulated time to clock time, 
deliver simulation frames for screen update at a steady pace, and be responsive to user input. Typically 
this is achieved by using a fixed-step numerical integrator so that every unit of simulated time has the 
same computational cost. But for most dynamic systems, step size requirements to achieve accuracy and 
stability vary substantially during a simulation. For a fixed-step simulation, the step size must be chosen 
to achieve adequate performance during the worst-case interval (e.g., ground impact during running), 
which may be only a very small fraction of the total time. This causes many unnecessary steps to be taken 
during the easier parts of the simulation, increasing the total amount of computation required for the full 
simulation. That limits the maximum complexity of systems that can run in real time to those that can 
achieve real time rates even during their most computationally demanding intervals. Using variable step 
sizes, substantially more complex systems could achieve real time performance on average but might 
have intervals where they fall behind. For “hard” real time systems (e.g. controllers for antilock brakes or 
spacecraft attitude), where a missed frame can be literally fatal, it is difficult to exploit this fact. However, 
for the “soft” real time requirement of interacting with humans it is practical to exploit variable step 
integration to permit more complex models to run in real time while maintaining stability and accuracy. 

For soft real time applications, Simbody includes support for a method adapted from the “local lag” 
approach [39] used to manage network latency for networked games and distributed virtual environments. 
The idea is to exploit slow human reaction time to smooth out simulation variability. Delays of up to 
100ms are typically imperceptible [40-42] and longer delays can be nearly unnoticeable and tolerable in 
many applications. A first-in-first-out delay buffer of selectable length tdelay is used to collect frames that 
are regularly-spaced in simulated time but arrive at a variable rate in real time. At the other end of the 
buffer, frames are extracted at a fixed real time rate, but delayed slightly behind real time. For example, if 
the frame rate is 50/s (20ms/frame) and tdelay=120ms, then there is room for six frames in the buffer. In 
this case frames are removed regularly from the buffer every 20ms but their times lag real time by 120ms.  

This approach is able to eliminate variability produced by occasional difficult intervals during a 
simulation and by discrete event handling, provided that the resulting delays do not exceed tdelay and that 
the average performance is real time or faster. The use of variable-step methods with interpolation 
capability substantially improves average speed since steps of length up to tdelay can be taken while 
delivering regularly-spaced frames at the required rate. Each step, regardless of length, has the same 
computational cost; interpolated frames usually have negligible cost. The architectural separation of 
System from State (see section  2.2) facilitates the real time implementation since it is only necessary to 
copy whole State objects into the delay buffer and retrieve them later. 

4. Formulation of the multibody system 

Simbody uses a generalized coordinate formulation with the goal of having the fewest possible 
coordinates to represent the pose and motion of a multibody system. However, it does not attempt to 
reduce the system to an ODE; instead we choose coordinates to form a basis in which to express the 
motion and then require that motion be restricted to a constraint manifold. This formulation provides a 
compact representation of motion with a small number of coordinates and small number of constraints, 
and allows for robust treatment of important numerical issues such as constraint stabilization, poor 
conditioning, and redundant constraints. 

The solution method for the unconstrained system is a recursive O(n) method following the spatial 
operator approach of Rodriguez and Jain [3, 43-45] and extending the templatized C++ implementation of 
Schwieters [46]. The m constraint equations are adjoined in the manner described below. As discussed in 
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ref. [47], this introduces an O(m3) term in the computational complexity. However, because Simbody 
supports biologically-realistic internal coordinate joints capturing coupled rotation and translation [20], 
the need for most constraints is eliminated and we typically have n>>m. Further, only blocks of coupled 
constraints need be solved simultaneously, so the cubic term applies only to the maximum number of 
coupled constraints which is typically much lower than the total number of constraints, and in many 
systems can be viewed as a constant since the amount of coupling does not necessarily grow with 
problem size. In practice we have not yet found constraint coupling to be a bottleneck and Simbody does 
not currently exploit decoupling. Jain [48] presents a method for efficiently eliminating locally-coupled 
constraints in the spatial algebra framework that we intend to incorporate in a future release. 

4.1. Equations of motion 

A Simbody multibody system is constructed via the API as a tree-structured system of “mobilized 
bodies” each consisting of a body and its unique inboard internal coordinate joint (hinge) which we call a 
mobilizer. This avoids confusion with the biologically-meaningful term “joint” which may be modeled as 
a mobilizer, or with constraints, or with force elements, or some combination. Simbody mobilizers and 
their capabilities are discussed extensively in Seth et al. [20]. To the tree of mobilized bodies is added a 
set of holonomic (position) and nonholonomic (velocity) constraints restricting the motion of bodies or 
directly affecting generalized coordinates.  

Mobilizers are not constraints. Instead, the ith mobilizer provides its body with 0 6in degrees of 
freedom with respect to its parent body. These are parameterized with in  generalized speeds ui which 
collectively form the basis for our equations of motion. The mobilizer also introduces a set of 

i inq n generalized coordinates qi to represent the pose (relative position and orientation) of the body 
with respect to its parent. The time derivatives of generalized coordinates are related to the generalized 
speeds by the kinematic differential equation: 

 ( )i i i iq q uN  (8) 

where iN  is an  i inq n  invertible matrix. When i inq n  there are i inq n  local constraints that the qi 
must satisfy; in practice these are almost always quaternion normalization constraints. These constraints 
are introduced only for numerical stability and have no physical significance; they do not produce forces, 
have little computational cost and will not be discussed further here. { }iu u and  { }iq q  are the 
generalized speeds and coordinates for the system as a whole, giving 

    kinematic diff. eqns. ( )q q uN  (9) 

where N is block diagonal. 
Simbody constraints may be specified in terms of geometry (e.g. distance between points, non-

penetration, non-slip) as well as directly on generalized speeds or coordinates (e.g. prescribed motion, 
couplers), and linear acceleration-only constraints may also be specified. However, Simbody 
automatically reduces these to algebraic relationships among the coordinates and speeds which is how we 
will present them here. The first set of equations arises from constraints that are explicitly specified 
during modeling: 
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    holonomic constraints ( ; ) 0p t q  (10) 
    nonholonomic constraints ( , ; ) 0v t q u  (11) 
    acceleration-only constraints ( , , ; ) 0aa t q u u uA b  (12) 

Here t is time, q and u are defined above. In addition to the above equations, the time derivatives of the 
holonomic and nonholonomic constraints must also be satisfied, adding three more equations: 

    holonomic derivatives 0p
tp uP  (13) 

 0pp uP b  (14) 

    nonholonomic derivative 0vv uV b  (15) 

From differentiation of Eqns. (10)  and (11) it can be seen that ( )p qP N  and v uV . bp and 
bv collect terms that do not depend on u . Eqn. (10) defines the position constraint manifold that restricts 
q, Eqns. (11) and (13) together define the velocity constraint manifold that restricts u, and Eqns. (12), 
(14) and (15) generate unknown constraint forces  that appear in the equations of motion and affect u . 
For exposition of the equations of motion, the acceleration constraints are assembled together: 

    all acceleration constraints ( , , ; ) 0g t q u u uG b  (16) 

where [ ]Tm nG P V A  and 1 [ ]Tp v amb b b b . Matrix G(q) is the acceleration constraint Jacobian 
which in general is poorly conditioned or singular due to redundant constraints; b(t,q,u) is the 
acceleration constraint residual. The remaining dynamic equations are: 

    dynamics T
applied inertialuM G f f  (17) 

    auxiliary diff. eqns. ( , , , )z z t q u z  (18) 

where z is a set of auxiliary continuous variables defined by first order differential equations (e.g. for 
muscle dynamics or controllers),  is the vector of m Lagrange multipliers representing the constraint 
forces, and M(q) is the nxn symmetric, positive definite internal coordinate mass matrix. finertial(q,u) are 
the velocity-dependent Coriolis and gyroscopic forces, converted to generalized forces. fapplied(t,q,u,z) 
collects all explicitly applied body forces and torques including gravitational forces (converted to 
generalized forces), plus any directly applied generalized forces (e.g. motor torques).  

Equations (9) through (18) are propagated through time by Simbody’s numerical integrators during 
continuous intervals, giving trajectories q(t), u(t), and z(t). For comparison with section  3 note that 

{ , , }y q u z  and function c comprises functions ,p p , and v. 

4.2. Solving for accelerations 

For forward dynamics, Eqns. (16) and (17) are solved simultaneously for the unknowns u  and . 
When G has full row rank (i.e., rank(G)=m), the solution is unique. In general rank(G)<m due to 
redundant constraints, leaving  underdetermined although u  is still unique. Commonly, multibody codes 
that are able to handle this situation (e.g. SD/FAST [49]) do so by dropping some of the constraints, so 
that only a subset of constraints generates forces. This can lead to absurd results that we consider 
unacceptable since they can undermine a non-expert user’s confidence in the tool. While the “right” 
answer can only be obtained by replacing redundant constraints with more detailed compliant elements, 
one can do much better than delete constraints altogether. Simbody instead determines a least-squares 
solution for underdetermined  which in many cases returns the limiting value of compliant elements as 
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their stiffness goes to infinity; in any case we produce a plausible solution in which redundant constraints 
each carry part of the load rather than having any of them zero.  

Recall that Simbody is a recursive O(n) multibody code. Despite the form of the equations written 
above, Simbody does not normally calculate the nxn mass matrix, since that would be O(n2) and inverting 
it would be O(n3). (M and other system matrices can be obtained when needed.) Here we will show what 
is being calculated and comment on the computational complexity; space does not permit showing how 
this is performed using recursive spatial operators. The interested reader may consult refs.  [43, 46, 50]  
for details.  

Using the fact that M is invertible, Eqns. (16) and (17) can be combined to eliminate u : 

 1
0

T uGM G G b  (19) 

where 1
0 ( )applied inertialu M f f  is the generalized acceleration vector of the unconstrained system, and 

the right hand side is 0 0( , , ; )g g t q u u  in Eqn. (16), that is, the acceleration constraint errors that result 

from the unconstrained accelerations. The operator 1 vM � for any column vector v is available in O(n) 
time, so 0u  is calculated in O(n). g() is the vector of acceleration errors for each of m constraint 
equations, given the generalized accelerations; each error is available in constant time from the definition 
of its constraint element, so g() is O(m). Thus the right hand side of (19) is available in O(n+m) time. 

Let 1 T
m mY GM G . This matrix is formed as follows: a (generalized force-like) column of TG is 

formed explicitly in O(n) time from the constraint element definition. The O(n) 1M � operator is applied. 
The resulting acceleration is supplied to g() in Eqn. (16), yielding a column of Y in O(n+m) time. This is 
done for m columns, so the total cost of forming Y is O(mn+m2). We can now rewrite Eqn. (19) as: 

 0gY  (20) 
If Y has full rank m this equation may be solved by any suitable method such as LU with pivoting. If it 

is acceptable simply to drop some of the equations in the singular case, we may obtain the non-zero 
subset of  using a QR method. For a least squares solution, we would like the solution 

 0gY  (21) 
where Y+ is the pseudoinverse of Y. Pseudoinverse is commonly calculated with an SVD decomposition, 
but Simbody uses the complete orthogonal factorization (QTZ) instead, which is approximately 5X faster 
than SVD. See ref. [51] for information on any of these methods; Simbody uses the implementation 
provided by LAPACK [52]. All of these factorizations have complexity O(m3) so the total cost of 
determining  is O(m3+mn+m2). As discussed above, we expect m to be very small due to our extensive 
use of internal coordinate joints [20]. And if the problem were to be solved in uncoupled blocks (not yet 
done), m and n represent only those constraints and generalized coordinates that are coupled. 

Once we have obtained the multipliers , we calculate T
constraintf G  in a single O(n) evaluation, then 

Eqn. (17) gives us 1( )applied inertial constraintu M f f f  which is a final O(n) application of the 1M � 
operator. 

5. Contact modeling 

Biomechanical models often involve contact among components of the model. In many cases the 
contacts can be idealized into joints or constraints. However, real contact forces arise from deformations 
of the compliant materials from which biological systems are composed. Simbody provides two 
compliant contact models that take deformations into account to generate contact forces. One is based on 
Hertz contact theory [53-54] which analytically generates accurate forces and deformations based on 
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linear elasticity theory, but limited to simple geometric objects. The second is the Elastic Foundation 
Model [54-55], which uses meshes to represent arbitrarily complicated geometric surfaces in contact, but 
calculates deformations and forces using a simplified elastic model. These models are augmented with a 
dissipation model described by Hunt and Crossley [56] and a model of Stribek friction [57]. For each 
contact element, we produce a force composed of three effects: stiffness, dissipation, and friction: 

 contact stiffness dissipation frictionf f f f  (22) 

Calculation of stiffnessf differs between the two compliant contact models but we use the same method 
for the dissipation and friction terms once the stiffness force has been determined. 

5.1. Hertz stiffness, Hunt and Crossley dissipation, Stribek friction 

To apply Hertz theory rigorously, we need two linearly elastic materials in non-conforming contact, 
where the dimensions of the contact patch are small compared to the curvatures, and small compared to 
the overall dimensions of the object [54]. Contact must initiate at a common point at which the two 
surface normals are opposed.  Each of the contacting surfaces must be well-approximated by a paraboloid 
at the contact point. Brought into a common frame, these may be added together to characterize the 
separation between the two surfaces. That sum will also be a paraboloid, so it can be expressed using just 
two principal curvatures to represent the relative contact curvatures. See ref. [54], section 4.1 for a 
discussion. Thus the undeformed geometry of contact can be represented by a contact point and normal, 
and the two principal curvatures of the separation paraboloid. Any sufficiently smooth nonconforming 
surfaces can be described this way [58], and Hertz theory can also be applied to cylindrical contact that 
initiates in a line rather than a point. Currently Simbody provides Hertz contact for planes, spheres, and 
ellipsoids. Fig. 4 illustrates the geometry of contact for the case of two spheres. 
 

Fig. 4. Contact geometry for the Hertz/Hunt and Crossley model. 
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Deformation is characterized by a scalar displacement x that is the total deformation of the two 
surfaces along the contact normal, with x>0 when the surfaces are contacting. Displacement x may also 
be viewed as the minimum distance by which one of the surfaces would have to be translated along the 
contact normal so that no deformation of either surface would be required to prevent overlap.  

Under the above restrictions, Hertz theory assumes that the deformation of the two surfaces produces 
an elliptical contact patch, in a contact plane perpendicular to the contact normal. The resulting normal 
force, contact patch dimensions, and pressure distribution can then be determined just from material 
properties, undeformed contact geometry, and deformation x. The force magnitude is  

 1 2 * 3 24
3( )stiffness Hzf f R E x  (23) 

Here R is a composite relative radius of curvature, E* is a composite elastic modulus, and 1 is an 
eccentricity factor with =1 for circular contact, slowly growing as a function of elliptic integrals of the 
ratio of the two relative curvatures [54]. R and  depend only on the curvatures of the separation 
paraboloid, so the parenthesized quantity above is independent of x. Note that although the materials are 
assumed linear elastic, the force-displacement relationship is nonlinear because of the changing geometry 
during contact. Appendix A gives details for calculating R,  and E* from undeformed contact geometry 
and material properties. 

To apply this force, Simbody calculates an instantaneous contact point P, located along the line 
separating the initiation points on each surface, with the exact location dependent on the relative 
stiffnesses of the two contacting materials. If the materials are the same, P will be located midway 
between the two surfaces. If one surface is much stiffer than the other then P will be located much closer 
to the undeformed surface of the stiff (non-deforming) body than to the undeformed surface of the soft 
body. P determines the height of the contact patch ellipse along the contact normal and is the center point 
of the contact patch ellipse. The contact force is applied to each body at P along the contact normal in 
opposite directions, such that the force is always pushing on each surface, never pulling. 

 For Hunt and Crossley dissipation to apply rigorously, the impact velocities should be small enough 
not to cause permanent yielding of the materials [56, 59]. Once the magnitude of the stiffness force has 
been determined as above, the Hunt and Crossley dissipation force may be calculated as   

 *3
2HC Hzf f c x  (24) 

where c* is an effective dissipation coefficient combining the individual dissipation properties of the two 
contacting materials. The material property c may be determined from impact experiments as the negated 
slope of the coefficient of restitution vs. impact velocity curve at low velocities, using the relationship 

1e cv where e is the measured coefficient of restitution and v is the impact speed [60]. (Coefficient of 
restitution is not a material property.)  See Appendix A for details on computing c* from individual 
material properties. 

Note that HCf is a signed quantity; this creates an empirically observed hysteresis. Hunt and Crossley 
[56] show that the total force 0Hz HCf f  under typical conditions; negative total forces are due to 
unmodeled losses (such as “ringing”) so we do not allow the total to become negative: 

 max( , )dissipation HC Hzf f f  (25) 

This accounts for all contact forces in the normal direction, that is 

 normal stiffness dissipationf f f  (26) 
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Finally, the friction force is calculated as follows. Find the body stations (points) coincident with the 
contact point P and calculate their relative velocity v in the contact plane.  With slip rate v v  we 
calculate the magnitude of the friction force as follows   

 ( )friction normalf v f  (27) 

The function μ calculates an effective coefficient of friction that is dependent only on the slip velocity, 
but is parameterized by given surface properties of the materials in contact: static, dynamic, and viscous 
coefficients of friction, and a transition speed at which static friction reaches its peak value. Fig. 5 shows 
the shape of this curve in the absence of viscous friction. With viscous friction the final segment would 
have a positive slope rather than zero. Simbody implements this function using a three-segment spline 
with the first two segments quintic polynomials to ensure C2-smooth transitions between static friction, 
the Stribeck transition region, and the final sliding region. The transition velocity is set to a tiny value that 
is negligible for the problem at hand. One may also use intermittent no-slip constraints to enforce stiction 
with exactly zero slip, but in practice the above continuous method produces robust behavior without 
detecting and handling stiction transition events explicitly.  

A drawback of this method is that the system may become stiff in the stiction region if transition 
velocity is set very small, reducing the efficiency of explicit integration [28]. Some choices of material 
and properties can also make the problem stiff. However, as discussed in section  3.2, Simbody provides 
an implicit integrator CPODES that performs well on stiff problems, provided they are not too large. The 
size limitation is due to the necessity for CPODES to periodically calculate numerically, and factor, the 
matrix of partial derivatives of Eqn. (1). Whether the much-increased step size compensates for the 
additional costs is highly problem dependent, and we have not yet adequately characterized the tradeoffs. 
We have seen a number of human-sized models for which CPODES has been highly effective, and it is 
easy to try a variety of integration methods in the Simbody framework. 

Fig. 5. Stribeck friction curve showing effective coefficient of friction as a function of slip velocity. Transition velocity vt is set to a 
negligible value. 
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5.2. Elastic foundation model 

The Elastic Foundation Model (EFM) [54-55] assumes that contacting solids may be considered rigid 
bodies but for a thin layer of elastic material of thickness h at the surfaces. Linear elastic properties are 
determined for the material properties in contact and combined into a composite stiffness modulus E* as 
for Hertz contact, though with a different combining formula; see Appendix A. The geometry of each 
surface, which can be arbitrarily complicated, is approximated with a triangular mesh of suitable density. 
At the centroid of each triangle on each surface is placed a spring whose stiffness k can be determined 
from the area of its triangle, the composite material property E* and thickness h. This forms a “bed of 
springs” on the surface of each body that can be used to generate forces during contact. 

At run time when an EFM body A contacts another body B, Simbody determines all the triangles of A 
whose centroids are inside body B, considering only undeformed geometry. For each of these triangles, 
the point S on body B’s surface closest to the centroid is determined. A displacement x is determined as 
the distance from the centroid to S. Then a force kx is applied to both bodies using a contact point P along 
the line segment between the centroid and S. P’s placement accounts for the relative stiffness of the two 
bodies as described for Hertz contact above. A Hunt and Crossley-like dissipation term *( )kx c x  is added 
to complete the normal force, and relative velocities are calculated at P and used to generate friction 
forces in the plane of the triangle using Eqn. (27). This is repeated independently for each overlapping 
triangle. If B is also an EFM body, then the same calculation is performed for each of B’s triangles whose 
centroids are inside A. All force contributions from each triangle are summed up and used to calculate the 
net force and moment applied to the two rigid bodies. The distribution of normal forces is also used to 
calculate the center of pressure for the irregular contact patch. 

EFM produces results that are inferior to the finite element method (FEM) but take much less time to 
compute. In contrast to Hertz and FEM, EFM does not account for coupling between elements and hence 
does not converge to the result predicted by linear elastic material theory even at very fine mesh 
resolutions. As shown in Fig. 6, EFM can be viewed as a discretization of a Winkler foundation [61], 
commonly used to represent particulate materials like soil. 
 

Fig. 6. Continuum bases for contact models. EFM discretizes a Winkler foundation, while Hertz and FEM are based on linear theory 
of elasticity. 

Despite this limitation, EFM can give very good agreement with FEM for total force even though 
patch geometry may not agree as well [62]. Simbody does not provide a built-in FEM contact method 
although one could be supplied as a user force element. For most uses of Simbody FEM would be 
prohibitively expensive; EFM can be a useful alternative but should be used cautiously. 

5.3. Rigid contact 

An alternative approach to collision and contact problems is to treat the contact objects as rigid and to 
use unilateral constraints to prevent interpenetration and sliding [63-64]. Collisions are handled 
impulsively with a coefficient of restitution supplied to emulate dissipative collisions. These are 
essentially non-physical assumptions but can be useful in practice and have been used successfully for 
some biomechanical research, e.g. [65]. Simbody’s constraints, operators, and event handling mechanism 
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can be employed currently to use this contact method, and automated support is planned in a near future 
Simbody release. 

Temporary replacement of compliant elements with rigid ones is especially useful in biomechanics for 
muscle induced acceleration analysis [66-67], since reaction forces are generated instantaneously with 
constraints. In this case compliant element deformations and patch calculations can be used to guide 
placement of the rigid constraints. Hamner, et al. [68] uses Simbody constraints to implement induced 
acceleration analysis in OpenSim [16]. 

6. Future directions 

Simbody is used heavily in biomechanics through the OpenSim application and in other research 
areas, where it has proven fast and reliable. (See companion paper [69] in this volume for more 
information about OpenSim.) However, we hope to improve it in a number of ways over the next few 
years. In particular, we plan to add to our collision/contact system an option for treating some or all 
contacts using rigid contacts and impulsive collisions as discussed above, with automated handling of 
unilateral constraints. We also plan to extend the set of analytical surfaces that can be used with the Hertz 
compliant contact method. Jain and Rodriguez [44] provide a method for significant speed improvements 
for systems with prescribed motion that we intend to incorporate. Jain [48] describes a promising method 
for eliminating locally-coupled constraints which we will also explore.  

We also hope to grow our library of predefined forces, constraints, and mobilizers and invite 
community contributions. We are continuously improving our documentation and encourage 
contributions of examples, and to the Simbody Wiki. Feature requests and bug reports are tracked and 
support forums available. All source code is available and submissions of patches, enhancements, and 
new features are welcome. For more information about obtaining and/or contributing to Simbody, visit 
the Simbody home page https://simtk.org/home/simbody.  
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Appendix A.  Contact model details 
This appendix gives details of the calculation of terms that appear in section  5. 

A.1. Material properties combining rules; location of contact point 

We are given Young’s modulus Ei and Poisson’s ratio i, i=1,2 for a pair of contacting objects. These 
are first combined into the plane strain modulus for each material: * 2/ (1 )i i iE E . To use Hertz 
theory, we need a single equivalent modulus combining both materials. The literature (e.g. [54]) seems to 
suggest * * * * *

1 2 1 2( )E E E E E  but this would be inconsistent with the nonlinear Hertz relationship, by 
the following reasoning. First, the relative curvature is a geometric property and is straightforward to 
calculate: 1 2 1 2( )R R R R R . Looking at Fig. 4, note that the contact situation depicted should be 
indistinguishable from one in which B1 (the top, red body) had met an infinitely rigid halfspace, with a 
displacement of 1x  instead of x, provided that B1’s radius were R instead of R1. The effective modulus 

would be just *
1E  of B1. Hertz theory would then give 3/ 2*4

1 1 13f RE x . By the same reasoning, we can 
view B1 as a rigid half space and see that the force on B2 (with radius changed to R) would be unchanged 
at 3/ 2*4

2 2 23f RE x . But the forces must be the same on both bodies and the same as 3 2*4
3f RE x . 

Recalling that 1 2x x x , we now have enough information to write E* in terms of *
1E  and *

2E : 
 

3
22/3 2/3

3 23 2 3 2 2/3 2/3 2/3

2/3 2/3

* *
* * * * * * * 1 2
1 2 1 2 1 1 2 2 1 21 2 * *

1 2

E E
E x E x E x x E x E x E x x E

E E
 

This combining formula is similar, but not identical, to * * * * *
1 2 1 2( )E E E E E . We can now rearrange 

this to determine how x is split into x1 and x2 given the stiffnesses of the materials, the result we need to 
determine the contact point location P: 

2 2
3 32/3 2/3

2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3

* *
2 1

1 2 1* *
1 1 2 2 1 2

,
E EE Ex x x x x x x x

E E E E E E
 

By inspection, the time derivatives 1x  and 2x are split in the same ratios, which gives us a way to define 

an equivalent dissipation coefficient for x : *
1 1 2 11c c s c s , where 2/3 2/3 2/3

1 2 1 2s E E E . To 

summarize, here are the combining rules we use for Hertz: 
3
22/3 2/3 2/3 2/3

2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3 2/3

* *
*1 2 1 2 2 1

1 2 1* *
1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

1 1 2 2
* *

1 1 2 2 1 1 2 2

, , , 1

,

R R E E E ER E s s s
R R E E E E E E

x s x x s x

c x c x c x c c s c s

 

Note that the EFM method uses linear elements, and thus the standard combining rule * * * *
1 2 1 2( )E E E E  is 

the correct one to use for calculating E* and s1, s2. 
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A.2. Elliptical contact 

We presented the Hertz contact force calculation in Eqn. (23) with a correction factor  to deal with 
the eccentricity of the contact ellipse. The correction factor is 

 
1/2

3/2
( )

2 ( )
E m k
K m

 (28) 

where /k a b , 21 (1/ )m k , E and K are complete elliptic integrals of the first and second kinds, 
resp., a, b the semi-major and semi-minor axes of the contact ellipse, resp. so 1k . The ratio a/b of the 
contact ellipse dimensions in turn depends only on the principal semi-curvatures A, B, B A of the 
(undeformed) separation paraboloid that describes the relative contact geometry: 

 
2 ( ) ( )

( ) ( )
B k E m K m
A K m E m

 (29) 

The above expressions may be derived from references [54] and [70-71]. Eqn.(29) can be solved 
numerically to machine precision for k, or by approximation. Simbody uses the approximations from [70] 
which provide smooth, high-accuracy approximations for k and the elliptic integrals, giving  accurate to 
five decimal places. Ref. [71] provides a method for calculating this to machine precision, which 
Simbody includes for testing purposes but does not use during simulation. 

 


